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Abstract 

LINGUISTIC FEATURES OF THE WUHAN LANGUAGE AND ITS ASSIMILATION 

 

Bing Liang 

Under the Supervision of Raymond Spoto, Ph. D 

      Wuhan is one of the major cities in central China. Born in Wuhan, the author is quite 

familiar with the Wuhan language. As we know, language is not only an important part of society 

but also is the most important communicational and thinking tool. Language certainly has an 

impact on our society, and society is also changing because of a dynamic and changing society of 

the people from different social backgrounds are bringing new languages. The various social 

factors and the different characteristics of individuals may produce different effects on language. 

There are many languages died in the world, because people seldom or cease to use it. If people 

come from different areas and speak different languages, there is a common language that will 

take over the other languages. So, the other language will gradually disappear. After the 

Mandarin policy, the Wuhan language was gradually assimilated by Mandarin in many aspects. 

Therefore, the author is afraid that the Wuhan language will become a dead language under the 

Mandarin policy and want to arouse more attention on this issue.  

      Based on these points, this paper is divided into four parts. The first part is to analyze the 

characteristics of the Wuhan language from the intonational, phonological, and lexical levels. 

The second part is to analyze the assimilation of the Wuhan language from the intonational, 

phonological and lexical levels. The third part is to analyze the reason why the Wuhan language 

is gradually assimilated by Mandarin from social, economic, psychological and cultural aspects. 

The fourth part is the conclusion, which emphasizes the importance of protecting the local 

language and achieves the harmony between Mandarin and the Wuhan language. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction  

 

 

      Wuhan is one of the major cities in central China. Born in Wuhan, the author is quite 

familiar with the Wuhan lanuage and he strongly realized that with the Mandarin policy, the 

Wuhan langauge was gradually assimilated by Mandarin. The popular use of Mandarin has a 

greater impact on the Wuhan language. Studies on assimilation are not as popular as the other 

phenomena of language study, but it has its influence on many scholars. Some scholars study 

assimilation from the global angle, for example, under the strong influence of English 

globalization, English words have been introduced into MCL (Modern Chinese Lexicon) 

unceasingly, particularly in the field of science and technology. Chinese takes an open attitude 

towards loanwords, and it has the tradition of assimilating and utilizing them. Some loanwords 

have been absorbed into Chinese directly, and others may be gradually discarded or adapted to fit 

in with Chinese lexical structure. Acronyms of English are widely used because of their brevity 

and convenience; some Europeanized terms may appear from time to time under English 

influence in MCL (Hong, 2007). Meanwhile, some scholars only focus on English language, 

which presents English phonetic assimilation is the key thing in phonetic variations (Song, 

2009). Besides language assimilation aspect, there are scholars interested in cultural assimilation. 

Therefore, China is a typical multinational country, so, there are many scholars who study 

dialects as their main field, which gives entire and deep describing of Dongming, a Shangdong 

language, and studies the phonological system with the research method of synchronic 

description and diachronic comparison (Zhang, 2003). In addition to this, the sound change in 

the Nanchang language in the aspect of the Yangsheng ending rhyme and the Rusheng ending 

rhyme is also studied (He, 2007). Some scholars pay much attention to the endangered languages 

like the Tujia dialect in China. One of them contributions to the assimilation of the Tujia 
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langauge from four forms; and gets the result that the Tujia language comes into Mandarin 

morpheme according to Mandarin word-formation (Dai, 2004). 

      All in all, up to now, there has been no scholar who has done any research on Mandarin’s 

assimilation of the Wuhan language. Therefore, this paper will try to focus on this point and 

wants to expand to four parts. The first part is to analyze the characteristics of the Wuhan 

language from the intonational, phonological, and lexical levels. The second part is to analyze 

the assimilation of the Wuhan language from the intonational, phonological and lexical levels. 

The third part is to analyze the reason why the Wuhan language is gradually assimilated by 

Mandarin from social, economic, psychological and cultural aspects. The fourth part is the 

conclusion, which emphasizes the importance of protecting the local language and achieves the 

harmony between Mandarin and the Wuhan language. 

Statement of the Problem 
 

 What is the importance to protect the Wuhan language?  

Definitions of Terms 

The Wuhan language is the intersection of official language and non-official language; it 

comprises 7 different dialects in 7 different districts of Wuhan--Jiangan, Jianghan, Qiaokou, 

Hanyang, Wuchang, Hankou, Hongshan in the Midwest area and two suburban districts along 

the East-West lake. By the early 20th century, as the three towns of Wuhan merged into one city, 

various differences began to decrease and the Wuhan language was gradually formed. The most 

outstanding is the Hankou dialect and the Wuchang dialect marked with “Han tune” and was 

formed in the later half of the 15th century (Zhu, 1992). 

“Sociolinguistic is an orientation to the study of language that stresses the 

inter-relationship between language and social life, rather than focusing narrowly on language 

structure. Whereas other branches of linguistics frequently play down the role of speakers in 
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concentrating on grammar, phonetics or meaning, sociolinguistics highlights the communicative 

competence of speakers, the choices open to them and the ways in which they tailor language to 

different functions and interaction ends. Sociolinguistics stresses the variation inherent in a 

language, as speakers of different backgrounds use language not just for the communication of 

information but to express an individual or group identity” (Swann, Deumert, Lillis & Mesthrie, 

2004). 

Many Chinese scholars are mentioned in the introduction. Thus, the author lists some of 

them to give a brief introduction about them. 

Dai Qingxia is a director of international the bilingual study association, vice-chairman of 

the Chinese language academic society, vice-chairman in the China national language academic 

society and a professor in the central university for nationalities. 

Hu Zhuanglin is a director of the Chinese foreign language education research center 

academic committee in Beijing foreign studies university, vice-chairman of the China English 

teaching research board, China's higher school education committee of English majors and a 

professor in Peking University 

You Rujie is a former director of the international Chinese language association, a 

director in the national Chinese dialect society and Chinese sociolinguistic association. 

Method of Approach 

      The research was conducted in and through the Karrmann Library at the University of 

Wisconsin-Platteville over a period of ninety (90) days. Primary searches were conducted via the 

Internet services of the library through EBSCO host with ERIC, Baidu, Google/Google Scholar 

as the primary search engines. The primary search terms or keywords were Task-based teaching, 

oral teaching, higher vocational education, and TESOL. 
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Chapter 2 Review of Related Literature 

Linguistic Features of the Wuhan Language 

      Before discussing, the analyses of the assimilation of the Wuhan language with Mandarin 

Chinese, it is first necessary to analyze the linguistic features of the Wuhan language.  

At Intonational Level 

 We need to begin by studying the two languages at the intonational level. For example, 

one needs to know that there are four separate tones that convey the different meanings of words. 

The tables below clearly explain the feature of the tone of the Wuhan language and Mandarin. In 

explaining the numerical codes, we measure the high points and the low points on a graph 

according to the left side of the graph. There are four examples to show the difference between 

the tones in the Wuhan language and Mandarin. First of all, the first tone of the Wuhan language 

is the same as Mandarin. For example, the pronunciation “la” (to pull) in Mandarin has two 

points; it is 5-5 on the graph. However, it has the same tone in the Wuhan language. Secondly, 

the pronunciation “zou” (to walk) in Mandarin has three points; it is 2-1-4 on the graph. 

However, in the Wuhan language, it has only two points; it is 4-2 on the graph. In addition, the 

pronunciation “ti” (to carry) in Mandarin has two points; it is 3-5 on the graph. However, in the 

Wuhan language, it changes to three points; it is 3-1-3 on the graph. Fourthly, the pronunciation 

“jiao” (to shout) in Mandarin has two points; it is 5-1 on the graph. However, in the Wuhan 

language, it changes to 3-5 on the graph.  

      Table1. The comparison between the Wuhan language and Mandarin 

Language First tone Second tone Third tone Fourth tone 

Mandarin 5-5 3-5 2-1-4 5-1 

Wuhan dialect 5-5 3-1-3 4-2 3-5 
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      Table2. The intonation of the Mandarin 

 

  Level    Rising    Fall-rising    Falling 

   tone     tone      tone        tone 

       (First tone) (Second tone) (Third tone) (Fourth tone) 

 

 

 

      Table3. The intonation of the Wuhan language 

 

 First      Second    Third      Fourth 

 tone       tone      tone       tone                    

5 

 

 

4 

 

 

3 

 

2 

 

1 

 

 

5 

 

 

4 

 

3 
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At Phonological Level 

      The phonetic varieties of this dialect are quite peculiar, which make it an easy dialect for 

language sensitive new arrivers, despite the vocabulary and syntax which requires a 

comparatively longer time to grasp. The features of the Wuhan language are as follows: 

 Addition of phoneme. When there is word with zero initial consonant, the Wuhan people 

usually add certain consonants before some vowels like the consonant [w], [ŋ]. For example: 

  The pronunciation of “鹅” (goose) in Mandarin is [e]. However, in the Wuhan language 

is [wo]. 

  The pronunciation of “饿” (hungry) in Mandarin is [e]. However, in the Wuhan language 

is [wo]. 

  The pronunciation of “爱” (love) in Mandarin is [ai]. However, in the Wuhan language is 

[ŋai]. 

  The pronunciation of “妈” (mother) in Mandarin is [ma]. However, in the Wuhan language is 

[ŋma]. 

 Deletion of phoneme. When the initial consonants are [d], [t], [z], the Wuhan people 

usually delete the vowel [u]. For example:  

  The pronunciation of “段” (a part) in Mandarin is [duan]. However, in the Wuhan language is 

[dan]. 

  The pronunciation of “团” (together) in Mandarin is [tuan]. However, in the Wuhan language is 

[tan]. 

  The pronunciation of “钻” (diamond) in Mandarin is [zuan]. However, in the Wuhan language 

is [zan]. 

 Change of phoneme. When [r] occurs before “ou” in the Wuhan language, the Wuhan 

people usually change [r] to [l]. For example, the pronunciation of “肉” in Mandarin is [rou], 
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however, in the Wuhan language is [lou]. What’s more, when “c d l s t z” occurs before “u” in 

the Wuhan language, the Wuhan people usually change [u] to [ou]. For example: 

  The pronunciation of “堵” (squeeze) in Mandarin is [du]. However, in the Wuhan language is 

[dou]. 

  The pronunciation of “徒” (in vain) in Mandarin is [tu]. However, in the Wuhan language is 

[tou].  

  The pronunciation of “路” (road) in Mandarin is [lu]. However, in the Wuhan language is 

[lou].  

  The pronunciation of “醋” (vinegar) in Mandarin is [cu]. However, in the Wuhan language is 

[cou].  

  The pronunciation of “素” (plain) in Mandarin is [su]. However, in the Wuhan language is 

[sou].  

  The pronunciation of “租” (to rent) in Mandarin is [zu]. However, in the Wuhan language is 

[zou]. 

 Confusion of phoneme. When the “ing” occurs after “b, p, m, n, j, q, x” in the Wuhan 

language, the Wuhan people usually mix up [ing] with [in]. For example:  

  The pronunciation of “冰” (ice) in Mandarin is [bing]. However, in the Wuhan language is 

[bin].  

  The pronunciation of “平” (flat) in Mandarin is [ping]. However, in the Wuhan language is 

[pin].  

  The pronunciation of “明” (lightness) in Mandarin is [ming]. However, in the Wuhan language 

is [min]. 

  The pronunciation of “灵” (clever) in Mandarin is [ling]. However, in the Wuhan language is 
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[lin].  

  The pronunciation of “精” (spirit) in Mandarin is [jing]. However, in the Wuhan language is 

[jin].  

  The pronunciation of “情” (mood) in Mandarin is [qing]. However, in the Wuhan language is 

[qin].  

  The pronunciation of “映” (image) in Mandarin is [ying]. However, in the Wuhan language is 

[yin]. 

  Besides mixing up [ing] with [in], the Wuhan people have a confusion concept between [n] 

and [l].For example: 

  The pronunciation of “牛” (cow) in Mandarin is [niu]. However, in the Wuhan language is 

[liu]. 

  The pronunciation of “奶” (milk) in Mandarin is [nai]. However, in the Wuhan language is 

[lai]. 

  The pronunciation of “南” (south) in Mandarin is [nan]. However, in the Wuhan language is 

[lan]. 

  The pronunciation of “你” (you) in Mandarin is [ni]. However, in the Wuhan language is [li]. 

At Lexical Level 

     Synonymy. When Mandarin and the Wuhan language bear the same meaning, some Wuhan 

words are partly different in structure from the Mandarin counterpart. Some Wuhan words are 

completely different from the Mandarin counterpart in structure, and some Wuhan words change the 

order of structure within the Mandarin counterpart.  
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 Completely different root. The following table consists of some Wuhan words which are 

totally different from the Mandarin counterpart in form, but they bear the same meaning. As 

shown below: 

Wuhan vocabulary Mandarin counterpart 

拉瓜(Dirty) 脏(Dirty) 

毛痞(Dmgk) 耍赖(Dmgk) 

水饺(Wonton) 馄饨(Wonton) 

荒货(Waste product) 废品(Waste product) 

库倒(Squat) 蹲着(Squat) 

芍(Stupid) 傻(Stupid) 

      Partly different root. The following table consists of some Wuhan words which are 

partly different from the Mandarin counterpart in form, but they bear the same meaning. As 

shown below: 

Wuhan vocabulary Mandarin counterpart 

灰面(Flour) 面粉(Flour) 

清火(Diminish body heat) 败火(Diminish body heat) 

么斯(What) 什么(What) 

把戏(Circus show) 马戏(Circus show) 

瓦渣(Rubble) 瓦砾(Rubble) 

      Different order of morpheme. The following table consists of some Wuhan words which 

share the same morpheme with the Mandarin counterpart in forms, but the order in each word is 

reversed. As shown below:  

Wuhan vocabulary Mandarin counterpart 

花菜(Cauliflower) 菜花(Cauliflower) 

才将(Just now) 将才(Just now) 
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宵夜(Midnight snack) 夜宵(Midnight snack) 

     Homonymy 

  When Mandarin and the Wuhan language have the same morphology, the meaning of 

some Wuhan words is totally different with the Mandarin, or the extended meaning of Wuhan 

word is different from its Mandarin counterpart.  

      Transfer of Meaning. The following table contains some Wuhan words which are totally 

same with the counterpart Mandarin words, but they bear totally different meanings. As shown 

below: 

Morphology Meaning of the Wuhan dialect Meaning of the Mandarin 

发毛 发脾气(Lose one's temper) 害怕(Fear) 

笔筒 保护笔尖的套(Pen point jacket) 插笔的筒儿(Pen holder) 

刁 爱挑剔(Be particular about) 狡猾(Cunning) 

      Extension of Meaning. The following table consists of both Wuhan words and the 

Mandarin counterparts in the same form which have their extended meanings, but the extended 

meaning of Wuhan word is different from its Mandarin counterpart. As shown below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Morphology Meaning of the Wuhan 

dialect 

Meaning of the mandarin 

辣手 难办，棘手(Troublesome) ①毒辣的手段(the wicked trick)  

②难办，棘手(Troublesome) 

半吊子 不通事理的人

(Unreasonable person) 

① 不通事理的人(Unreasonable person) 

② 知识不丰富的人(Unacknowledged 

person) 

③ 做事不仔细的人(Careless person) 

沉稳 稳重(Steady) ① 稳重(Steady) 

② 安稳(Smooth and steady) 

歇 ①休息(Rest) 

②睡觉(Sleep) 

休息(Rest) 
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Analysis of Language Assimilation in the Wuhan Language 

At Phonological and Intonational Level 

      Despite the spread of Mandarin, the phonology of the Wuhan language is not entirely 

assimilated. As a result, the existing pronunciation of the Wuhan language is the combination of 

the pronunciation of Mandarin and the tones of the Wuhan language. This phenomenon is called 

semi-assimilation. Some people call it “the Wuhan Putonghua”. As shown below: 

  Table4. The Wuhan language semi-assimilated by the Mandarin at phonological level 

Chinese 

character 

Original pronunciation in 

the Wuahn language 

pronunciation in the 

mandarin 

Existing pronunciation in the 

Wuhan language 

存(Exist) [tsən](3-1-3) [cun](3-5) [cun](3-1-3) 

蠢(Stupid) [tʃuyin](4-2) [chun](2-1-4) [chun](4-2) 

顺

(Smoothly) 
[ʃyin](3-5) [shun] (5-1) [shun](3-5) 

热(Hot) [lə](3-5) [re](5-5) [re](3-5) 

脆(Fragile) [tsei](3-5) [cui](5-1) [cui](3-5) 
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像(Seem) [qiang](3-5) [xiang](5-1) [xiang](3-5) 

卵(Egg) [lan](4-2) [nuan](2-1-4) [nuan](4-2) 

戒 

(Give up) 
[gai](3-5) [jie](5-1) [jie](3-5) 

嘴(Mouth) [zei](4-2) [zui](2-1-4) [zui](4-2) 

然(Nature) [lan](3-13) [ran](3-5) [ran](3-1-3) 

鞋(Shoe) [hai](3-1-3) [xie](3-5) [xie](3-1-3) 

可(Need) [kuo](4-2) [ke](2-1-4) [ke](4-2) 

二(Two) [e](3-5) [er](5-1) [er](3-5) 

尝(Taste) [shang](313) [chang](35) [chang](313) 

雪(Snow) [xie](313) [xue](35) [xue](313) 

乐(Happy) [you](313) [yue](35) [yue](313) 

  

At Lexical Level 

      Table 4 shows the semi-assimilation at the phonological level. Now, we will show the 

difference at the lexical level with the complete assimilation and with the semi-assimilation. 

      Complete assimilation. Some existing words in the Wuhan language have been 

completely abandoned. As a result, the Wuhan people now use the same word as Mandarin but 

with a different tone. As shown below: 

  Table5. The Wuhan language is completely assimilated by Mandarin at lexical level 

original lexical in Wuhan 

language 

lexical in Mandarin Existing lexical in Wuhan language 

该因(Destine) 注定(Destine) 注定(Destine) 

荒货(Waste product) 废品(Waste product) 废品(Waste product) 

鸡公(Rooster) 公鸡(Rooster) 公鸡(Rooster) 

齐整(Tidy) 整齐(Tidy) 整齐(Tidy) 
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强勉(Reluctance) 勉强(Reluctance) 勉强(Reluctance) 

笔筒(Pen holder) 笔套(Pen holder) 笔套(Pen holder) 

      Semi-assimilation. The Wuhan language has evolved, so that today, the people of 

Wuhan combine the original Wuhan language and the Mandarin depend on the social situation. 

As shown below, some existing words in the Wuhan language keep both the form of the original 

word in the Wuhan language and the form of the word in the Mandarin. 

      Table6. The Wuhan language is semi-assimilated by Mandarin at lexical level 

The original word in Wuhan 

language 

The word in Mandarin The existing word in Wuhan 

language 

打呼(Snore) 打鼾(Snore) 打呼 or打鼾(Snore) 

老头(Father) 爸爸(Father) 老头 or爸爸(Father) 

老娘(Mother) 妈妈(Mother) 老娘 or妈妈(Mother) 

竹叶菜(Water spinach) 空心菜(Water spinach) 竹叶菜 or空心菜 

(Water spinach) 

拐子(Eldest brother) 大哥(Eldest brother) 拐子 or大哥(Eldest brother) 

袱子(Towel) 毛巾(Towel) 袱子 or毛巾(Towel) 

槐货(Fake) 水货(Fake) 槐货 or水货(Fake) 

拉瓜(Dirty) 脏(Dirty) 拉瓜 or脏(Dirty) 

毛痞(Dmgk) 耍赖(Dmgk) 毛痞 or耍赖(Dmgk) 

灰面(Flour) 面粉(Flour) 灰面 or面粉(Flour) 

才将(Just now) 刚才(Just now) 才将 or刚才(Just now) 

宵夜(Midnight snack) 夜宵(Midnight snack) 宵夜 or夜宵(Midnight snack) 
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Social Aspect 

      With the implementation of central China rising strategy, Wuhan, the leading city in 

central China, will usher in a new round of development. Therefore, more and more people work 

in Wuhan. Meanwhile, the large number of Wuhan universities, outnumbered only by Beijing 

and Shanghai, leads to the large temporary movement of students. To better facilitate 

communication among people of different areas, the government of Hubei province attach great 

importance to the popularization of Mandarin according to the national policy. Thus, influence 

on social assimilation of Wuhan from the social crowds can be divided into three categories, 

policy, the group of rural migrant workers and student groups. 

     Policy Aspect. Mandarin has been popularized in the national scope since September 1st, 

2004 in our country. Related laws and regulations have been put into effect to lead the whole 

nation to learn and use Mandarin. 

      According to the PRC National General Language Literal Law of Hubei province, the 

areas listed below are the key areas to popularize Mandarin and practice standard Chinese 

characters: 

1. Official phraseology and diction in state organizations; 

2. Educational, teaching phraseology and diction in schools, kindergartens and other 

educational institutions; 

3. The phraseology and diction in media like broadcast, film, television and newspaper as 

well as that in literature and language publications; 

4. Social serving phraseology and diction in public service sectors; 

5. The phraseology and diction in public facilities, signboards, advertisement and enterprise 

names; 

6. The phraseology and diction of information processing and information technological 
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products of information. 

      Besides, it is provided that Mandarin should be regarded as the basic service phraseology 

in commerce, post, telecommunication, transportation, civil aviation, tourism, culture, food 

service, entertainment, banking, security, insurance, sanitation and other social public service 

sectors, which demonstrates that most of the public fields use Mandarin as above. 

 The Group of Rural Migrant Workers. The crowd of rural migrant workers, mostly 

from economically less developed cities or regions of low cultural level, is influenced by the 

former regional dialects. Migrants generally use Mandarin for communication. Most of the 

Wuhan people and migrant workers are continuously affected by external dialects and nurtured 

in the process of working and applying the use of the language features of other dialects to the 

Wuhan language. In addition, when they want to use the same language to communicate in order 

to narrow the distance with each other, they should choose to learn Mandarin rather than the 

complicated the Wuhan language. 

  Student Groups. According to statistics, the Optical Valley, a high- technology industry 

zone including software, fiber optic cable, and a university area which is surrounded by 

universities, holds nearly 20 million students. They have become an important part of Wuhan 

society. Universities are permeated with a strong cultural atmosphere, in which Mandarin has 

become the most frequently used language. Such a group of Mandarin users also continues to 

affect the daily lives in Wuhan native language usage. 

Economic Aspect 

      The economy is one of the vital elements deciding the social aspect. Wuhan is located in 

central China, especially Hankou, the center of Wuhan, which is located at the crossing part of 

two rivers, forming a unique geographical zone of “the thorough fare of nine provinces”. It 
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serves as the core for the south and the north as well as the pivot of the east and the west. It is 

also the middle reach of Yangtze River and the center of Beijing-Guangdong railway line. The 

distance between Wuhan and some metropolitan cities like Beijing, Shanghai, Chengdu, Xi’an, 

Guangzhou, Kunming, etc. is within 1,200 kilometers. The location of Wuhan in central China 

exerts a profound influence on its role as an economic center and its expansion as an urban 

international attraction. Wuhan is highly developed in technology education with its 

third-ranking institutions of higher learning and its third-ranking comprehensive science 

education among big and medium sized cities in China. It has a leading position in some fields 

like optical fiber and cable, communication, biological medicine, laser, computer software, new 

materials, and so on and so forth. Among the six comprehensive industrial bases, Wuhan has a 

solid industrial foundation. Wuhan is the biggest center city in the central region of China, 

entering the national top 10 cities for overall strength. The east-lake high-tech development zone 

is an important one among those similar zones. The Chinese optical valley is located here. All 

this economic development causes the extensive use of Mandarin and narrows the use of the 

Wuhan language. 

Psychological Aspect 

      Language attitudes are a reflection of social psychology and people’s feeling and 

evaluation of language or language variety. The people's language attitudes reflect the social 

status of language variation and the impression of community members on people's minds. It 

may reflect the awareness of the value of a language or dialect evaluation and behavioral 

tendencies.  

      Thanks to the Chinese government’s effort on the overall promotion of Mandarin during 

the past 30 or 40 years, Mandarin is considered to have high social status and cultural 
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accomplishments, with a high "prestige" standard. With the rising status of Mandarin, the usage 

of the Wuhan language is becoming less and less, and people’s psychological recognition of 

Mandarin is gradually being strengthened. Meanwhile, popular and arrogant is the impression 

that most outlanders have on the Wuhan people, and the Wuhan language has also been regarded 

with the same characteristics. New generations of young people are willing to choose the more 

courteous Mandarin to communicate with each other. 

      Through comparison of the two aspects, people are psychologically more willing to 

accept and be happy to use Mandarin. Thus the Wuhan language is naturally seldom used by the 

younger generation. 

Cultural Aspect 

      Language is the means and method of social communication. People use language to 

transmit social and cultural knowledge and information, so learning a language is the process of 

knowing the cultural background reflected by that language. Language contains much more than 

we expect and it cannot exist without culture. 

 Cultural Preservation. Since the promotion of the Mandarin policy, the Wuhan 

language has been gradually losing its dominant position. Various news and entertainment 

programs in Wuhan are performed in Mandarin. Teachers tell students that the Wuhan language 

is vulgar and Mandarin is civilized. Only speaking in the Wuhan language when communicating 

with their relatives, the majority of school children speak in Mandarin for most of the time. 

Parents of younger generations, most of whom received a good education, do not pay much 

attention to the use of the Wuhan language, thus causing a lack of dialects in the atmosphere 

around their children. As a result, cultural preservation should be taken into account. 

      Cultural Change. Historically, Wuhan is a wharf city gathered with goods from 
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different areas, and it is a most attractive gathering place for peddlers. The unconstrained and 

boorish Wuhan language is rooted in such a marketplace culture. Influenced by social mobility, 

labors and material resources are exchanged frequently and large numbers of investors from 

other areas swarm into Wuhan, including some overseas enterprises. The exchange and collision 

of different cultures makes Wuhan, the past wharf city, a leading city growing up in middle 

China. While Wuhan has a strong urban atmosphere at the same time. Wuhan is a city containing 

a colossal amount of colleges, second only to Beijing and Shanghai. With the development of the 

colleges and the prosperity of its economy, the culture of Wuhan has changed a great del. 

Language, as a cultural carrier, is changing inexorably.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      

 

 

 

 

    Chapter 3 Conclusions and Recommendations 
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      The above analysis can be concluded as follows: 

  First of all, the brief introduction of sociolinguistic, assimilation and the Wuhan language 

are shown. 

  Secondly, there are many previous studies on assimilation and language.  

  Thirdly, the linguistic features of the Wuhan language are illustrated showing the 

difference between the Wuhan language and Mandarin at the intonation, the pronunciation and 

the lexical level. 

  Fourthly, the Wuhan language is assimilated by Mandarin at a phonological level. As a 

finding, semi-assimilation is the result showing the combination of the pronunciation of the 

Wuhan language and the tones of Mandarin. 

  Moreover, the Wuhan language is assimilated by Mandarin on a lexical level. There are 

two forms to show. For one thing, it is semi-assimilation which means nowadays more and more 

Wuhan people not only use original Wuhan words but also use Mandarin words. For another, it 

is complete assimilation, which means the original Wuhan words are completely assimilated by 

Mandarin words. 

      Likewise, the reasons for the assimilation of the Wuhan language are analyzed from 

social, economic, psychological and cultural aspects. 

  The importance of protecting the local language is emphasized. 

    In fact, every country has its own universal language, not only in China, but also in 

United States; it is convenient for people to communicate with each other. Looking to the whole 

world, there is a Creole language in America. It is a complex language due to the fact that most 

of it comes from West African tribes, the languages including Wolf, Hausa, Twi, Ibo, Kongo and 

Gola. Little by little, different African languages were spread in the Continental United States 
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until the 15th to 16th century. In that time, slaveholders, for their own benefit separated their 

slaves from speaking the same language. They also separated them into different areas to prevent 

them from communicating with each other. However, the black man, coming from different 

tribes, gradually formed a universal language in order to communicate the American Creole 

language, and started to be aware that it is a most efficient, convenient, and suitable 

communicating tool among themselves. Combining Mandarin in this paper, both of these 

languages, Mandarin and the American Creole, are the same in that both are a kind of universal 

language. It is convenient for people coming from different areas to communicate. However, the 

educational implication of this paper seeks to arouse the reader’s attention regarding the fact that 

dialects existed within the universal language. In fact, there is no contradiction between 

Mandarin and the dialect. Mandarin is a universal language while dialect is only used by a 

community of people who live in certain regions. The two don’t stand against each other. We 

should let dialects and culture develop naturally and equally so as to bring the language function 

into full play. Nowadays, we emphasize the importance of protecting the traditional culture and 

their festivals. Meanwhile, local language should be paid equal attention, because language is 

one of the most significant carriers of culture. Once the language loses its unique characteristic, 

the relative culture will be hard to exist in cultural competition. What’s more, a bilingual 

environment should be formed for the development of Mandarin and other Chinese languages in 

order to enrich our culture and boost social progress. 
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